What Precision Set-Up Clients Are Saying…
“I was a commercial airline pilot until 2008. In 2000 I started building custom
homes. I am a stickler for process and procedure as a result of my airline
experience. I expect consistency from all of my subs and demand a clean worksite.
I started using Precision Set-up in 2007 and have been more that pleased with
their service. In fact they have taught me a thing or two about how to streamline
and maximize the foundation process. As my first sub on the job they set the bar
very high for everyone else to follow. If my other 300 sub-contractors were as
good as Precision Set-up my job would be so much easier. I completely trust their
work and would recommend them to everyone.”
Randy Dufresne
President
Sticks & Bricks, Inc.
Temecula, CA
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Residential Foundations

“I am a custom home builder that
specializes in large custom homes that
range in size from 6,000 to over 20,000
sq ft. My clients demand the highest
quality work and Precision Set-up
always delivers. I have been using
Precision Set-up for well over 20 years
and would never think of working with
a different concrete company. Precision
Set-Up is a well organized company.
They are courteous and knowledgeable.
They are reliable and get the job done
the way it should be in a timely manner.
I will only use them for concrete and I
HIGHLY RECOMMEND Precision SetUp.”
Russ Olson
Owner
Olson Construction
Murrieta and Palm Desert, CA
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“We have been building custom residential homes for well over 40 years. To date we have completed in excess of
1,300 custom homes. We tried Precision Set-up for the first time in 2008 when they quoted a job and had the best
price and most professional quote. The first slab they completed for us was by far THE BEST slab we had seen in
40 years. We have used them ever since. Precision Set-up’s work is excellent, prompt, and they are the cleanest
sub on the job (highly unusual for concrete subs). They always return phone calls promptly and they are very
honest. Precision Set-up is a pleasure to work with and I would highly recommend them. I can assure you that
they will be doing all of our work for now on.”
Lonnie Smith and Randy Gibson
CEO & President
Lonnie Smith Construction, Inc.
Temecula, CA
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“I hired a family friend to complete my
foundation for an investment property I
was building in 2006. I thought that all
concrete companies would be the same.
Boy was I wrong. My friend took 47
days to complete my foundation while
Precision Set-up completed a larger
foundation down the street in just 15
days. In my business, TIME = MONEY,
and I wasted both because I did not
hire Precision Set-up the first time. My
friendship clouded my judgment and it
cost me well over $7,000 in additional
carrying costs.” For my next property I
hired Precision Set-up and they finished
4 days ahead of schedule.”
D. Palmer
Speculative homebuilder/Investor
Encinitas, CA
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“I am very happy with the service I receive from
Precision Set-Up Concrete. I have used Precision
Set-up as my sole concrete company for several
years. Precision Set-Up has always done a
fantastic job and they install the best
foundations. Their pricing is very fair and they
handle everything with Integrity. Thank you for
your service.”
Doug Schumacher
Owner
D & D Schumacher Construction
Murrieta, CA
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Additions
“Precision Set-up Concrete did a substantial amount of work for us during an addition to our home. This was a
very large addition with numerous complications. Precision Set-Up’s crew performed impeccably during the
entire process. When unforeseen problems arose, due to the nature of a remodel, Precision Set-Up was quick to
respond with a solution and a fair price if additional work was required. At every stage we were impressed.
Precision Set-up came when they were scheduled, were always very clean, and they did excellent work. We
have built a few homes and the concrete contractor was always such a problem because they wouldn’t clean up
their mess. If you have ever had to haul concrete away, it is expensive, difficult and dirty. Precision Set-up never
left a mess.” “We would highly recommend Precision Set-Up Concrete and we would be more than happy to
speak with any potential clients.”
Mike and Kelly McLaughlin
Owner-builder
Temecula, CA
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Commercial

“I was a contractor for many years and I have
used many different concrete companies.
Dealing with Precision Set-up was a pleasure
from the first contact. From the bid process to
the completion of my project everything was
handled professionally and at a cost well
worth every penny.”
Rick DelNero
Owner – builder
Former owner Amigos Enterprises
Aguanga, CA
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“We own and operate a commercial
concrete business that works all over
Southern California. When it was time
to build our own homes we were too
busy to do our own concrete work. We
hired Precision Set-Up and watched
their work very closely. We were
completely satisfied with the quality
and performance of everyone we dealt
with at Precision Set-up. We would not
hesitate to recommend them in the
future to all of our friends and family.”
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Barn Foundations
“Precision Set-up is a good name for this company, because our job was executed
with precision and on-time as represented. The inevitable changes were handled
without the usual drama and excessive up charges for changes. I would not hesitate
to use Precision Setup again and would be happy to recommend this company.”
Mark Hall
Owner-builder
La Cresta, CA
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“We were very pleased with the quality of work
and service we received from Precision Set-up.
They were informative, and punctual, but most
of all they really cared about their work and
our satisfaction. In building our dream home,
we met and worked with many contractors and
Precision Set-up was by far the most
professional.”

“Precision is the perfect description… Their
precision foundations make the job easier
for every sub-contractor that follows.
Precise, professional and they’re nice guys
too. Their work makes me, as a general
contractor, look good. They’re a pleasure to
work with.”

Scott & Sarina Becker
Owner
SGB Insurance
Tenaja, CA

Richard Hasvolt
President
Rancho Vista Construction
Fallbrook, CA
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